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RECYCLING PROGRAMS
NO LONGER VIABLE
Much has changed when it comes to recycling.
The simple truth is that recycling, as it is currently handled, does
not work. Throughout Canada and the United States, cities and
towns must decide if they are to abandon recycling programs or
invest millions in infrastructure to process plastic, paper and other
items.
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To close out our tenth anniversary coverage, we
dedicate this space to the people who have been
integral to our success. Here are some of favourite
testimonials direct from our readers and advertisers:
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Technology and the Evolution of Condo Management
Uncomplicating Condo Rules
Failure to Close on a Condo Sale
Future of Housing - Rent or Own
One Entrepreneur’s Approach to Package Volumes
I really appreciate your excellent choice of stories;
Energy Reporting Mandatory in 2023
they are uncannily right on the mark as to the
Working with Engineers and their Proposals
interests of condo owners and directors.
Policies for Security Cameras
A. Simon, Do MORE with Less
Yonge Corridor Condominium Association Better Balconies
Technologies to Watch - SpringFest 2022
LEaC Shield has found Toronto Condo News to be a Smart Energy Management Adjusts for Personal Habits
proven way to reach new customers and educate
Ten Years Later - Building Safety
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TECHNOLOGY AND THE EVOLUTION OF
CONDOMINIUM MANAGEMENT
Condominium
management isn’t
an easy job. It
remains deeply
rooted in the
interpersonal, and
has changed
because of
technology.
Work Hours
Condominium
management is no
longer a job limited
to regular working hours. Smartphones and internet make anyone
accessible any time and any place. Management can be accessible,
and have access to work, at all hours of the day. This has changed
expectations of when management is to be available and when work
can be done. It is not uncommon for the work day to extend into
evening and weekend hours.
Communication
E-mail and the internet have changed the way and frequency with
which people communicate. Rather than a limited number of calls
daily, with opportunities for immediate resolution, condominium
managers can deal with hundreds of communications. Any resident
can fire off a concern while at home relaxing, at work or on vacation.
All expect a quick response. Time spent responding to e-mail takes
an inordinate amount of time, leaving less time to get work done.

Direct contact has been reduced making it harder and more time
consuming to resolve issues.
Smartphones
E-mail and texting on a phone carried with you at all times can be a
distraction during the work day. Receiving these communications at
all hours of the day, with many seeking an immediate response, can

CONTINUED PAGE 4 ...
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CONDO BOARDS & MANAGEMENT
TECHNOLOGY AND THE EVOLUTION OF CONDOMINIUM MANAGEMENT… CONTINUED FROM PAGE 3
be intrusive. Employees responding to messages
and calls unrelated to work means less time doing
what they are paid to do.
Technological Benefits
Internet and online communication allow things to
get done more quickly despite a greater number of
people contacting you. It is less stressful than
directly confronting angry or upset individuals.
When bad news needs to be delivered, e-mail is
easier.
Electronic notification to residents is more efficient
and effective than printing and distributing notices.
Managers can do more work at home or at a central
office instead of on-site where unnecessary
distractions may be greater. With proper discipline
and technology, management can work more
efficiently and produce better results.
Technology has changed condominium
management. If this is for better or worse depends
on personal work habits and willingness to adopt
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effective technological tools that facilitate
condominium management.
Despite the way technology has changed,
condominium management is and will remain a
people business. Internet, e-mail, text, apps and
other innovations are simply tools that need to be
managed if they are to be effective.

WASTE & RECYCLING
RECYCLING PROGRAMS NO LONGER VIABLE… CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1
Not too long ago, recycled items earned revenue for
cities and towns or got disposed of at no cost. That
was before China and other countries refused to
accept “contaminated” and unusable recycled items
from Canada and the United States. Our “single bin”
approach to recycling fails to ensure items are
properly sorted and cleaned before sending them
for recycling. Our failure to effectively do so before
discarding items has become a problem.
Today, it can cost millions of dollars to have items
intended for recycling be disposed of. Boston is one
city that pays over five million dollars each year to
have recycled items carted away. In 2017, that cost recycling company, once earned over $100 a ton for
was about $250,000. Waste Management, a large
paper it collected. Paper for recycling is now

CONTINUED PAGE 6 ….
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WASTE & RECYCLING
RECYCLING PROGRAMS NO LONGER VIABLE… CONTINUED FROM PAGE 5
worthless, cardboard is worth 70 percent less and
glass costs more to recycle than it can be sold for.
Many items intended for recycling now sit in
dumping areas or are burned.

For recyclers, costs are high and demand is low,
making recycling unattractive. Toronto, much like
other cities, has failed to establish a workable
recycling program that is revenue neutral. Current
options include large investments in new processing
equipment, disposal of recycling
in waste dumps, or burning.
None are attractive options.
High-rise communities pay
additional for dumpsters to
separate items for recycling.
They invest in tri-sorter trash
chutes and pay employees to
further separate these items.
There is a cost to water used to
clean items disposed of as
recycling. While there may
currently be financial benefits to
communities from recycling, the
value of these efforts is
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questionable if items, once collected, are not being
recycled.
Regions that do not properly separate recyclables,
which includes Toronto, can pay 50 percent more to
have waste accepted at a plant. Some regions may
be forced to discontinue curbside pickup and
financial incentives for recycling.
Paying for collection of recycled material, then
paying again for acceptance somewhere can be
difficult to justify when money is needed for health,
education and infrastructure repair. One option
may be to charge consumers that fail to properly
separate recycled materials. Another is for
manufacturers to be charged a fee covering the cost
of separating and recycling their products once
disposed of. Combining these options offers a way
to make all parties responsible for disposal and
separation of items. Directing these funds to build
more efficient recycling plants, and proper
separation of items for recycling, offers a
sustainable solution.

GOVERNANCE

UNCOMPLICATING
CONDO RULES
Rules protect quality of life. They provide structure for enforcing
requirements of the Condo Act, declaration and by-laws.
Rules themselves require structure to ensure they are reasonable,
enforceable and not in violation of any laws.

IF THE
ONTARIO
PROVINCIAL
ELECTION WAS
AN AGM …

Rules should be consistent, unambiguous and easy to follow.
Periodically they should be redistributed.
Notices should be placed in areas to remind residents of rules pertinent
to the area where posted.
Rules should be periodically reviewed. When reviewing or establishing
new rules consider the following guidelines:

•
•
•
•

•

Create new rules only when necessary.
Ensure new rules are not in conflict with existing rules. Eliminate
existing rules inconsistent with new rules and those which are
unenforced or unenforceable.
Base rules on governing documents or laws. For example,
prohibiting smoking in rules is likely unenforceable if the activity is
allowable based on governing documents or local law.
Consider how rules are to be enforced, and enforced equally. Avoid
rules that cannot be enforced, and those which target specific
groups of people based on age, gender, religion or other factors.
Write rules so residents understand what is allowed rather than
disallowed and include an explanation of why.

If the Ontario provincial
election was a condominium
corporation, there would
have been quorum to hold
the Annual General Meeting.
There would not have been
quorum, or attendance, to
vote on a by-law.
Elections Ontario reports
that the 2022 provincial
election had the worst voter
turnout in history with 43
percent of eligible voters
choosing to cast a vote.
The 2018 provincial election
had 57 percent voter
turnout. Typical voter
turnout ranges from 48
percent to 66 percent.
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RENTALS & SALES

FAILURE TO CLOSE
ON A CONDO SALE
With condo selling prices currently in decline, some
buyers are having second thoughts and wanting to
back out of their purchase agreement. It is a fallacy
that a purchaser can simply walk away and forfeit
their deposit.
The reality is quite different.
A buyer refusing to close on a sale creates a
contract breach and is likely to be sued by the seller.
Once a home is resold at what is usually a lower
price, all losses are recoverable. This includes legal
costs and, in some situations, amounts to over half
a million dollars!
Reasons to walk away from a deal are many. The
seller may lack the necessary funds. Perhaps they
are unable to sell another home to finance their
purchase. Others may be upset that the value has
dropped by hundreds of thousands of dollars and
decide it is better to walk away from their five
percent deposit.
It is a myth that forfeiting a large deposit is the
worst possible outcome. This is just the beginning
of costs for which the seller could be on the hook.
When someone intentionally backs out of a real
estate deal, the amount paid for a property is
unrelated to the damages for breaching a legal
agreement.
The initial deposit is forfeited and remains in a
brokerage trust account since buyer and seller are
unwilling to sign a mutual release. The buyer likely
remains responsible for paying the brokerage
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commission for the deal they have chosen not to
close.
The seller relists the property at what is likely to be
a lower selling price. The seller’s lawyer may sue for
potential damages.
Once the property is sold at what is likely to be a
discounted price, claimed damages include the
difference between final sale price and the original
price offered; carrying costs incurred by the owner
between the original closing date and the new one
which may include mortgage, insurance and
property taxes; legal fees paid by the seller; and real
estate fees or costs resulting from re-listing and
marketing the property.
Most are likely to be better off closing the deal,
waiting for housing prices to increase, and reselling.

RENTALS & SALES

FUTURE OF HOUSING
Rent or Own

Toronto, like many cities, has mismanaged its
housing market. This is at the root of current
housing issues. Housing is too expensive and its
cost continues to increase faster than income.
The public policy of encouraging home ownership
began in the 1950s. Governments did so through
subsidies, tax breaks and the sale of public housing
in place of renting. Politicians have since realized
that encouraging home ownership wins votes so
have continued this policy despite long-term
negative effects believed to explain UK support for
Brexit and US support for President Trump. It has
facilitated nimbyism; resistance to development in
an effort to protect real estate values. It has fueled
rising housing prices and growth in mortgage debt.
According to The Economist, since the second world
war governments have made three mistakes when
it comes to housing. “They have made it too difficult
to build the accommodation that their populations
require; they have created unwise economic
incentives for households to funnel more money
into the housing market; and they have failed to
design a regulatory infrastructure to constrain
housing bubbles.”
Politicians benefit when house prices rise. We feel
richer, borrow and spend more. They believe this
helps the economy. Incumbent politicians have a
higher chance of re-election. This has created a
society where more homebuyers take on
unsustainable debt. Short-term economic benefits
are soon reversed as loans get repaid by reducing
spending everywhere else.

Repercussions of home ownership policies include
congested cities without room to grow, aging people
in unnecessarily large homes, and younger
generations unable to afford to rent or buy despite
being fully employed.
Canada has one of the highest home ownership
rates in the world. The homeownership rate in
Toronto was 67 percent in 2018; one percent less
than the Canada average (Statistics Canada). Wages
have not increased since 2008 while home prices
are up 50 percent. At a median age of 35, in 1990,
baby boomers owned a third of real estate by value.
In 2019 at an average age of 31, millennials owned
just four percent of real estate.
Some countries have shown it does not have to be
this way. In Britain, housing prices have barely
changed since 2008. Australia housing prices are
only about 20 percent higher since 2008. Tokyo, a
city which built 728,000 homes between 2013 and
2017 while reducing the number who sleep
outdoors by 80 percent, has no property shortage.
Germany encourages long-term tenancies, has a 50
percent rate of home ownership, and housing
prices are virtually unchanged since 1980. Rather
than allowing gains in residential property to grow
untaxed, New Zealand regularly updates valuations
and taxes accordingly.
History has shown that rent controls and mortgage
subsidies are bad ideas. This longstanding
economic failure is in need of a new approach.
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COMMON AREAS AND AMENITIES

ONE ENTREPRENEUR’S APPROACH
TO GROWING PACKAGE VOLUMES
One enterprising condo resident applied her skills
to help solve a long-standing problem in high-rise
communities.
Catherine lives in Downtown Toronto. Her smallish
unit includes a combination living room and dining
room. For transportation she relies on walking or
biking. The TTC and Uber are used to travel longer
distances.

Online shopping is an essential convenience for
Catherine. Her building imposes restrictive package
receiving rules, because of growing package
volumes, making it difficult to obtain purchased
items. One day she helped her neighbour, unable
to receive a large parcel being delivered, by
accepting it on her behalf. MyShoperon was born.
The idea was to facilitate neighbours helping
neighbours for package receiving.

CONTINUED PAGE 12 ….
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COMMON AREAS AND AMENITIES
ONE ENTREPRENEUR’S APPROACH TO GROWING PACKAGE VOLUMES… CONTINUED FROM PAGE 11
During COVID the
package situation
worsened as
people bought
more online –
clothing, food,
furniture, toilet
paper, soap,
shampoo, pet food
and even Peloton bikes. Her building, and many
others, were inundated with delivered packages on
floors, on the concierge desk and in lobbies. All
were waiting for retrieval by residents and could
easily be stolen. The situation was a mess!
MyShoperon was supported by real estate
developers and property management companies,
and even a global transportation and logistics
company, seeking a practical solution to the
problem of parcel receiving.

their building, have
no awareness of the
problems posed to
residents, and are
reluctant to invest in
any type of solution.
Among the condo
board and
management, any
solution that doesn’t
integrate with their
chosen condo
management software or apps does not warrant
consideration.

To relax from the stressful business challenges of
MyShoperon, Catherine cooks for family and
friends. She created a spicy and flavourful chili oil
sauce and CC Sauce was born. She promoted her
product locally throughout Cityplace, Fort York and
Liberty Village. In the first year, Catherine sold
Package delivery is
thousands of jars and hundreds of sample boxes
viewed differently
while working from home and expanding to six
among those who
products. Customers have become CC Sauce
reside in, manage and ambassadors that introduce CC Sauce to friends,
are employed by high- family, neighbours and colleagues.
rise communities.
Residents consider
Despite the worsening problem of parcel deliveries,
secure package delivery to be an essential service
MyShoperon is currently on hold so that Catherine
and possibly the only way to obtain their purchased can focus on the success of CC Sauce. CC Sauce is
items. Management, including directors, look at
gluten free, keto and vegan friendly, and doesn’t
package receiving as a nonessential service they
contain salt, sugar, MSG or soy.
have no obligation to provide or manage. They can
be reluctant to spend time to understand the
To learn more about CC Sauce or
problem, invest time and resources, and deliver an
to order, go to CCSpicy.com or eeffective solution. From a management
mail Catherine directly at
perspective, the obligation and cost to deliver
AskCC@CCSpicy.com,
packages resides with UPS, Federal Express, Canada
Post, Amazon and those selling products to building
residents. Some condo directors don’t reside in
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ENERGY REPORTING
MANDATORY IN 2023
Large buildings have been reporting energy usage
since 2020. Starting in 2023, reporting is mandatory
for all buildings. This includes multi-residential
high-rises, low-rises and townhome complexes.
Reporting of energy use is the first step in
improving energy efficiency. Communities will be
able to obtain useful information and make better
decisions about how to improve efficiencies and
reduce costs. When system adjustments are made,
management can monitor whether or not there is
improvement. More accurate and measurable
results help generate best practices that lead to
better and healthier buildings.
Owners will be able to compare energy and water
performance against other similar buildings in their
region - a process called benchmarking. Condo
owners will have a better understanding of how
efficiently their condo fees are being used by
comparing energy use with neighbouring buildings.

Starting in 2023, any building with a total gross
square footage of at least 50,000 will have to report
their water and energy consumption every year on
July 1. As a general rule, any residential building or
complex of more 50 than units meets this standard.
An accredited third-party can handle reporting. For
communities that self-report, independent
verification of data by a qualified person is required
in the first year and then every five years.
For more information, contact the Ministry of
Energy by emailing EWRBSupport@ontario.ca.
Ontario’s support guide for energy reporting can be
found here.
For more information, see New Energy Reporting
Requirements in the Condo Archives at https://
tocondonews.com/archives/new-energy-reportingrequirements.
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RENOVATIONS AND REPAIRS

WORKING WITH ENGINEERS
AND THEIR PROPOSALS
Working with engineers and their proposals can be
a challenge. At times they seem to speak a different
language. Yet they are indispensable when it comes
to maintaining high-rise buildings. Condo boards
are expected to review engineering proposals for
design, tendering, administration, reserve fund and
performance audit services. Each proposal seems
different and fees vary. There may be exclusions on
what work will be done or warrantied. Finally,
assumptions incorporated in each proposal likely
differ.
There is good
reason for these
differences and
navigating them
is a requirement
for any effective
condo board.
Engineering
Assumptions
“Condo boards
prefer a fixed
price for a clear
scope of work”
explains Henry
Jansen of
Criterium-Jansen
Engineers . “In
reality, nothing is
firm if it involves
working on
spaces that are
sealed,
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comprised of uncertain construction and with
potential problems that cannot be determined until
after work has commenced. Engineers need to
protect themselves against becoming financially
responsible for factors beyond their control. At
times the condo board may not be sufficiently clear
in what they have requested. Hence the many
assumptions that may be included in any proposal.”
Any project lacking background information or

CONTINUED PAGE 15 ….

SECURITY, SAFETY & FRAUD

POLICIES FOR
SECURITY CAMERAS
When installing security cameras care should be
•
taken to avoid infringing on privacy rights.
Establishing a written set of guidelines helps ensure
•
cameras are installed in accordance with these
rights.

•
•
•

•

Installations only for the purpose of safety,
preventing property damage, and to detect or
deter criminal activity.
Placement of cameras only to monitor public
areas of the property at risk of vandalism or
which pose a security risk.
Cameras should not display or record images of
the inside of a suite or other location with a
higher expectation of privacy such as a
changeroom or washroom.
Place signs advising when audio or video
surveillance is in operation.

•
•

Limit access to recording devices and systems to
prevent unauthorized access to the images.
Images, video and recordings should only be
used for the purpose of surveillance and
purposes permitted by law.
Recordings not to be provided to anyone unless
required by law.
Recordings,
images and
video to be
retained for a
limited period of
time which may
be extended
when required
for legal or
insurance
purposes.

WORKING WITH ENGINEERS AND THEIR PROPOSALS… CONTINUED FROM PAGE 14
condition assessment reports must contain
assumptions. Repair work cannot be determined
until damage is known with certainty. Assumptions
allow engineers to provide a lump sum fee for
undertaking work with unknown complications.
Testing may be recommended to clarify information
in an outdated assessment or where additional
deterioration is anticipated. Test results may be
necessary before project costs can be finalized.
Exclusions are a way to limit scope of a proposal.
They clarify what an engineer will not do, helps
avoid misunderstandings once work has

commenced, and aids in controlling fees. Proposals
without exclusions are at greater risk of cost
overruns.

When seeking an engineering firm:
• Make available any condition assessment
reports and details of prior related work.
• Provide sufficient time for a proposal to be
prepared and submitted allowing for a site visit
and consultation.
• Interview engineering consultant candidates to
better understand their approach, pricing and
assumptions.
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CONDO BOARDS & MANAGEMENT

DO MORE WITH LESS
The best condo boards continuously challenge
themselves to do more with less. While not always
successful, it is this approach that leads to success
in making the best available use of condo fees.
Best results occur when the focus is on larger parts
of the condo budget.
Less Electricity
Electricity tends to be the single largest item in a
condo budget. Even the smallest of reduction in
use can lead to substantial savings. Success
requires a way to measure use, reduce use in suites,
and install equipment requiring less electricity.
Solutions include metering or submetering to
measure utilization. An energy audit is used to
identify how best to reduce use and cost.
Less Management
How much management is necessary?
Communities with two full-time
people in the management office may
achieve comparable results with one
person or someone working less than
full-time.
This depends on the use of
technology for communication and
administration, and the desire to have
someone in the office at all times to
personally address resident concerns.
Condo management software plays
an important role. So does a digital
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document solution.
Less Security
Communities with security/concierge may want 24hour coverage seven days a week. Then again,
there is little to do weekends and late at night.
A remote concierge service may provide
comparable service at reduced cost. Residents
entrusted to maintain security by keeping locked
doors closed and denying access to unknown
individuals is effective in some communities.
Strategically placed security cameras, reviewed
regularly, or a remote monitoring service can
identify security concerns and individuals
responsible.
It is the rare community unable to find ways to do
more with less. All this requires is a desire to do so.

CONDO LIFE

BETTER BALCONIES
Balconies are highly-coveted outdoor space; a
refuge from life and place to relax.
Desirable balconies range from two to four metres
deep, facing nature and not neighbours. Balcony
flooring makes the space more comfortable and
appealing. Balconies may contain bird feeders or
bird baths, and solid guardrails for plants. Some
have movable glass partitions making the balcony
outdoor space in summer and indoor space when
the weather gets cold or wet.

City of Toronto’s Tall Buildings Guidelines
discourages extending the concrete slab beyond 1.5
metres. Doing so counts toward a structure’s
maximum square footage. Guidelines are intended
to avoid a larger uninsulated slab that facilitates
heat loss, undesirable shadows and “fat looking”
buildings.

Poorly designed balconies are no larger than a small
storage locker, face neighbours, and have narrow
spaces too tight for chairs. They are the result of
developers trying to provide a balcony at lowest
cost without sacrificing indoor floor space. The
Julliet balcony is a poor compromise; no more than
1.5 metres of depth with just enough space to step
out.
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BUILDING MANAGEMENT

TECHNOLOGIES TO WATCH
SpringFest 2022

SpringFest 2022 has returned after its pandemicinduced two-year hiatus.

monitor spaces and parking users are not granted
building access without pre-authorization.

Among the hundreds of exhibitors at this year’s
show, we continue to note the role technology is
playing in addressing four high-rise community
living and building management challenges.

Cleaning Services

Parking Management

Parking trends have changed over the past few
years. New buildings have fewer parking spaces.
Buildings with parking are being run by third-party
companies offering paid parking for anyone
including residents and guests. Finally, more highrise residents are no longer in need of parking,
preferring to make greater use of public transit, ondemand vehicles, and short-distance alternative
transit which includes bicycles, scooters and other
electric powered options.

Cleaning services have traditionally been viewed as
routine and mundane, yet essential. Numerous
individuals are necessary for keeping high-rise
common areas clean. This includes hallways,
lobbies, rooms and elevators.
Cleaning services don’t provide the same level of
attention to all areas of a building. Walls, floors,
doors, touch points and trash all require constant
attention. Some spaces require attention one or
more times daily. Other areas are less heavily used
and require attention every few days or weekly.
Building management will trust that cleaning is
being done well and may never get around to doing
a comprehensive building check.

Technology solutions are available to high-rise
communities wanting to turn underutilized parking
into revenue. Solutions are fully automated and
Technology is being used by some services to
managed online. Building security does not need to modernize building cleaning and maintenance

CONTINUED PAGE 19 ….
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BUILDING MANAGEMENT
TECHNOLOGIES TO WATCH… CONTINUED FROM PAGE 18
operations. Building management can better
understand the level of performance by cleaning
staff, and level of cleanliness, without extensive and
time-consuming daily building walks which leave
less time to deal with more pressing matters.
Automatic alerts are provided for urgent
operational updates. Problems are more quickly
and easily identified, and addressed, before
residents become aware of any degradation in
cleanliness.
Air Quality

As the relationship between air quality and indoor
virus transmission has become increasingly clear,
new solutions are becoming available to
supplement weaknesses in building HVAC systems.
The newest solutions incorporate light technology,
HEPA systems and improved air filter systems in
more usable products with both consumer and
building-wide models at lower prices.
Ultraviolet light is recognized as an effective
disinfectant for viruses, mould and bacteria. UV
Angel, in a test with the New Bedford Housing
Authority, wanted to create a “safe environment for

all residents while allowing for more human
interaction and participation in fulfilling communitybased activities.” Their view is that the pandemic
was having a significant impact on their residents
and more needed to be done to alleviate the
problem, without sacrificing safety. Results
identified an 88 percent reduction of airborne
bacteria and 83 percent reduction of bacteria on
settled surfaces when using UV Angel clean air
units. A current test of its effectiveness is currently
underway in Niagara Region.
Rental and Tenant Software

For far too
long, high-rise
condominium
communities
have failed to
provide a
workable
solution for
managing
tenanted
properties
despite 25 to
80 percent of
buildings
being
populated with renters. Owner-landlords left to
their own devices employ systems that are less than
effective leaving owner-residents unaware of who
their neighbours are, and struggling to address
problems ranging from inaccessible elevators to
smoking, noise and lack of cleanliness. Building
management employing rental and tenant software
alongside their condo management software are
better able to deal with tenants on behalf of owners
while charging for this value-added service. All
owners are happier when there are fewer problems
that get resolved more quickly.
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CONDO EDUCATION
FROM THE EDITOR… CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1
Great publication and information. I enjoy
reading the issues. I look forward to the issues
and I save them on my iPad for future reference.
I think it's important for all condo owners to
know this information.
Ann Alimi,
Condo Resident

Toronto Condo News has become required
reading for not only condominium directors,
managers and residents, but for anyone serving
and supporting the condo marketplace. Your
reach is surprising broad!
Patrick Gossage,
Efficiency Capital

We have spent so much on advertising in the
past, never to receive such a quick response. We
appreciate how efficiently and diligently you
worked with us to ensure our placement and
look forward to a long and continuing
relationship with your publication.
Andrea Mullen,
ADM Design Incorporated

You have my unsolicited admiration for how well
you know your readers and the help you
extended in getting up us and running on the
program. The article, the support and how you
structure your advertising program is first rate.
Linda Wild,
Parama Credit Union

Last month was the first time we advertised in
Toronto Condo News. We received our first call
days after the ad appeared. Advertising in
Toronto Condo News delivers results for us!
Barry Herberman,
Condominium Insurance Solutions

Your magazine is a gem. Keep up the great
work!
Terry Gibson,
Condo Owners Forum Society of Alberta

Very helpful and informative. I am a condo unit
owner so it’s wonderful to have a great resource
like yours (and yes, you can quote me).
Lloyd Wasser,
Condo Resident

Thank you to everyone for your
kind words and support as we
continue to serve as your voice.
Page 20
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SMART ENERGY MANAGEMENT
ADJUSTS FOR PERSONAL HABITS
Consider your morning routine. Some wake up
early, have coffee, get kids ready for school then go
to work. Others start later in the morning and relax
with a newspaper. Night owls may sleep until early
afternoon and be awake until early hours of the
morning.
We all develop habits and patterns which include
showering, cooking, cleaning and relaxation. This in
turn drives demand for water, gas and electricity.
The process of adjusting building systems to our
use patterns, then readjusting when patterns
change, is something most never consider. More
hot water for morning showers, or more electricity
later in the day for cooking and air conditioning,
does not magically occur.
In past years, energy has been measured by the
provider, which may have tried to change personal
routines and energy use through pricing. Time of
use pricing, for example, encourages residents to
modify their behaviours so energy demand is more
even throughout the day. Today, our buildings are
capable of detecting these changes and
automatically adjusting.

We’ve learned the value of measuring energy use
within each building, and adjusting systems when
energy use patterns change. Those doing so
experience lower energy use, reduced costs and
improved comfort. They rely on sensors that
measure temperature and utility use throughout a
building. Energy management refers to using this
information to manually adjust systems for optimal
use.

Energy management offers opportunities for highrise communities to improve comfort while
reducing costs. Savings of 30 percent or more of
utility costs can be realized. Government programs
can help pay many of the up-front costs allowing
communities to benefit from 100 percent of the
savings.
Systems can automatically adjust to anticipated
increased demand for water and electricity.
Residents are not inconvenienced by uncomfortable
temperatures or higher costs to address
“unanticipated” system demands.

Smart energy management refers to automated
system adjustments utilizing artificial intelligence
technology. Sensors are added to existing
equipment to measure utility utilization. Controllers
are added to this same equipment for turning it on
and off based on data gathered from sensors. A
central computer brain reads data from sensors
and instructs controllers on what to do while
providing reporting for on- or off-site management.
One of the many benefits is that systems are always
optimized for most efficient use.
Smart energy management requires training to
understand the data generated and how systems
adjust based on the data. Manual adjustments are
not practical because of the volume of data and
complexity.
Most system improvements can be implemented in
a couple of months with no disruption to building
operations or resident comfort.
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SECURITY, SAFETY & FRAUD

TEN YEARS LATER
Building Safety

Technological innovation has
changed the way we look at
building safety and security.
Security
Ten years ago, condominium
security focused on the need to
hire personnel. Today that focus
has changed to doing more
without the need to employ
additional personnel. It is easier
to incorporate more security
cameras for monitoring more
areas of a building and property,
and utilizing wireless technology.
Remote concierge options provide
services without a physical
presence. Electronic key fobs and
access cards control building
access and provide awareness of
who is passing through secure
doors and spaces.

focused on preventing fire. When
a fire occurred, systems helped
contain it thus protecting
residents from injury and death.
This is so successful that most
never think about fire safety
unless an alarm rings.
Costs of water damage are on the
rise and exceed those of fire.
Communities have largely ignored
increases in water-related

CONTINUED PAGE 24 ….

Condo management software
makes it easier for security
personnel to know who resides in
a building, and who is expecting
visitors, thus preventing others
from obtaining access. Residents
are more secure against building
break-ins and theft.
Safety
Water is the new fire! Ten years
ago, building safety systems
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SECURITY, SAFETY & FRAUD
TEN YEARS LATER… CONTINUED FROM PAGE 23
damages and claims. Many have remained
complacent until problems are upon them at which
time it is too late.

Shield and WATERSHIELD have become increasingly
important to addressing the threat of water and
reducing internal building damage. Communities
choosing not to avail themselves of known solutions
Combatting this growing threat requires a change in will eventually be required to contact services such
focus. Water is more likely to enter an aging
as RespondPlus Disaster Restoration, to halt and
infrastructure from the outside during wet or severe contain damage, to prevent an active water problem
weather. From inside it may leak from damaged or from spreading through your building.
poorly maintained pipes, faucets or appliances. Like
fire, water spreads quickly leaving costly damage in
its wake. New technologies for preventing pipes
from leaking are a way to reduce the number of
internal water leaks. Water detection systems offer
a way to more quickly inform of when water is
where it should not be, so that repairs can be
undertaken before more significant damage occurs.
Savings arise when there is reduced need for repair
and restoration services, and lower insurance costs
arising from less damage.
Companies such as Aware by BuildingLink, LEaC
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BUILDING HEALTH

HOW CLEAN IS THE AIR
IN YOUR CONDO
We want clean water, safe food and cleaner outside
air. It should be equally important to have clean
and healthy air in our home. There is no need for
residential high-rise buildings to be poorly
ventilated and lacking sufficient filtration systems to
prevent the spread of COVID-19 and other
infections.

than minimum standards. It can be easier, although
less effective, to pretend masks or more intense
surface cleaning are effective solutions.
Researchers in air quality identify three criteria for
improving indoor air quality:

1. Deliver more clean air into a building’s heating
Most people have no awareness of the quality of air
and cooling system so that the room brings in
in their home because there is no simple way to
fresh air five or six times an hour;
measure this. The closest measure of fresh air
2. Use high-quality air filters known as HEPA or
coming into a building in most communities, carbon
MERV-13, particularly if adequate ventilation is
dioxide detectors, is not sufficiently effective.
not possible; and
3. Disinfect the air using ultraviolet lights near
Older and improperly
ceiling fans that draw the air up to them.
maintained heating and
cooling systems
Portable air cleaning units are a temporary solution.
delivering a lower
They are not designed for continuous use and will
quality of indoor air is
likely burn out after a few years.
an ongoing concern.
Very small airborne
particles from viruses,
including COVID, can
remain in a space for
minutes or hours after an infected person has left a
room without proper ventilation systems in place.
Some HVAC systems may not be capable of
providing a sufficient volume of fresh outdoor air or
not powerful enough to accommodate higher grade
filters.
Maintaining higher air quality standards is
necessary for overall health and, in some buildings,
can be expensive. This requires that our buildings
be maintained to health-based standards rather
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WORKING WITH YOUR LAWYER
Knowing how to best work with condo lawyers can
keep legal costs down and reduce other expenses.

Have contracts over $15,000 reviewed

Have large contracts
reviewed prior to signing
A legal review can protect the corporation from
contractor mistakes or problems that occur during
the life of a contract or agreement. The cost of a
review prior to signing is considerably less than
legal cost of enforcement should something go
wrong.

Request cost estimates

Ask for cost estimates

Organize to control costs

Minimize the amount of
billable time
Most lawyers charge by time. Prior to speaking with
your lawyer draw up a list of questions to be asked.
This minimizes the number of follow-up calls. When
having a lawyer attend a meeting, have it organized
so the lawyer is present only as long as necessary.
Schedule agenda items so the lawyer’s portion is
first, and allow them to leave when finished. These
strategies minimize the amount of billable time.

Control e-mail flow

E-mail can be more
expensive than the
telephone

When working with lawyers, e-mail can be more
Prior to asking a condo lawyer to undertake work,
expensive than telephone calls. Issues can be
ask for a cost estimate. Hourly rates offer no
complex, require back and forth communication,
indication of cost without an estimate of total hours and time consuming. People talk and comprehend
or commitment to a maximum cost. Once an
faster than they write, and decision making is
estimated cost is known, corporations can ensure
easier. A conversation can take less time, be more
funds are in the budget before proceeding.
productive and more economical than drafting the
numerous e-mails necessary to fully address an
issue.
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CASHLESS SOCIETY
IS ON HOLD
The decline is use of cash has been greatly
exaggerated.
RBC Economics has issued a report debunking the
rise of a cashless society in Canada. Canadians’
demand for easily accessible currency recently hit
its highest level in 60 years despite the growth of
e-commerce and virtual payments during
COVID-19.

Demand for cash rose when people thought
payment systems would crash in 2000, during the
2008 financial crisis, and during the pandemic. The
greatest demand is for notes in denominations of
$50 and $100.
Another finding in the report is that the majority of
Canadians continue to use cash although the actual
number of cash transactions is declining.

“Canadians appear
to be driven by a
desire to stash, not
spend cash”

Electronic payments
The amount of
are faster and easier
cash in the
but there are costs
economy has not
and risks many
declined and use
choose to avoid.
of electronic
Cash remains
payments
preferred as ‘rainy
continues to rise.
day’ savings during
Nobody seems
economic unease.
clear on who
Cash payments are
continues to use
used when dealing
cash or for what
with the
purposes. The
underground
number of ATMs,
economy which can include paying for renovations, and cash withdrawals from ATMs, is in decline.
repairs, furniture and appliances.
According to the
Cash withdrawals rose early in the pandemic.
report, “Canadians
Notes in circulation increased to double the
appear to be driven by
expected amount in 2020 and remained elevated in a desire to stash, not
2021. Nobody is sure where this cash is sitting or
spend cash.” Most
how it is being used. It may be sitting in drawers,
appear unprepared to
stuffed in mattresses or in safety deposit boxes.
give up using cash.
People may be concerned about their ability to
access funds during a major crisis, power failures
or access to ATMs.
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COMMITTEES IN
CONDO COMMUNITIES
The role of committees in condominium
communities is often understated. They are more
than an effective way for residents to participate in
the work and activities that are part of condo living.
Committees are one of the most powerful tools at
the disposal of a condo board and management.
Committees serve roles from assisting overworked
board members to addressing owner frustration,
facilitating communications, and planning social
activities. A primary function of many committees is
investigation of issues, gathering information and
reporting to the board for deliberation and
decisions.
Committees are established by the board and
bound to operate consistent with a corporation’s
governing documents. Committee members are
not officers of the corporation and likely not
covered by the corporation’s director and officer
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liability insurance. They don’t have authority to
enter into contracts nor bind the corporation.
Committees provided with a budget are required to
receive board approval and sign-off for
expenditures.
Committees can help engage residents, expedite
decision making, facilitate a greater sense of
community, and assist management and the board.

BUILDING HEALTH
When the unit was purchased, there was a signed
agreement between buyer and seller, and not
involving the condominium corporation. A buyer
could have viewed the parking space prior to
purchase, and to stipulate cleaning of the parking
space prior to closing. Upon closing, the buyer
becomes responsible for maintaining the property
in accordance with condominium corporation
governing documents.

Parking Space
Cleaning and
Repairs
Can condominium management require that an
owner clean up oil stains in their parking space?
What happens if the stains were caused by a
previous owner, or if on purchase there was no
notice the space needs to be cleaned?
J. D.

Response from Toronto Condo News
The short answer is that condominium
management can require an owner to maintain
their parking space, and this can include cleaning up
oil stains.

While a parking space may be “owned”, it must be
maintained by the corporation inclusive of
roadways, pillars and all other portions of the
parking area. Uncleaned oil stains can damage the
roadway infrastructure and be expensive to repair.
Measures a corporation may implement to protect
the surface include prohibiting vehicle maintenance
in the space. It is common for underground parking
areas to be cleaned and pressure washed at least
annually. At that time, residents are asked to
remove vehicles from the area. This allows spaces
to be cleaned and protects vehicles from possible
damage from the cleaning equipment.
Should a vehicle not be removed from a space when
requested, and prevents their space from being
cleaned, the corporation may require a custom
cleaning of the space at additional cost to the
corporation. This would be a chargeback, at cost,
the owner is required to pay in addition to their
condo fees.
See the Condo Archives (Condo Building
Management – Parking Areas) for more information.
Articles include:
• Protect your Parking Garage
• Underground Parking Garages – Regular
Maintenance Needed to Protect Against Damage
• Underground Parking – Preventing Structural
Damage
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